
The girl carried a bunch of bananas.2)

The pack of wolves looked for shelter.3)

A crowd of people gathered to watch the show.4)

A �ock of sheep grazed on the hill.6)

The table was big enough to seat the party of �ve guests.5)

A school of �sh swam with the current.7)

Amy bought a pack of cards.8)

I made a batch of bread.9)

Sandra found a litter of kittens in her backyard.10)

The basket of fruits was too heavy.1)
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Underline the collective noun in each sentence.

A collective noun refers to a group of people or things.

Example: The army of soldiers marched towards their camp.
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The girl carried a bunch of bananas.2)

The pack of wolves looked for shelter.3)

A crowd of people gathered to watch the show.4)

A �ock of sheep grazed on the hill.6)

The table was big enough to seat the party of �ve guests.5)

A school of �sh swam with the current.7)

Amy bought a pack of cards.8)

I made a batch of bread.9)

Sandra found a litter of kittens in her backyard.10)

The basket of fruits was too heavy.1)
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Sheet 1

Underline the collective noun in each sentence.

A collective noun refers to a group of people or things.

Example: The army of soldiers marched towards their camp.
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